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Agenda for Today

 Tools in the Municipal Tool Box: Capital Improvement Bonds

 Green Bonds

 Q&A 

The following presentation is intended as general information. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as 
“advice” for purposes of the Municipal Advisor Rule, nor as legal advice.  Further details are set forth on the last page, 
Disclaimer, of this presentation
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Tools in the Municipal Tool Box: 
Capital Improvement Bonds
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Types of Municipal Bonds to Fund Stormwater Improvements

 General Obligation Bonds

 Revenue Bonds

 Capital Improvement Bonds are especially appropriate for covering large capital expenses 
associated with stormwater management 

 It is very common for municipalities to use its General 
Obligation pledge to fund its projects related to its 
infrastructure improvement plans

 Revenue Bonds are supported by the revenue from a 
specific project, ie. user fees, special assessment

‐ Primary benefit versus GO pledge is that they 
allow the municipality to avoid reaching 
legislated debt limits

‐ Revenue source must be distinguishable

 Revenue Bonds can be issued through State Revolving Fund programs

 Double‐Barrel Bonds: revenue bonds secured by a pledge from two or more sources of payments, 
ie. user fees and the GO credit
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Capital Improvement Revenue Bonds

 A municipality’s GO credit quality may directly affect the strength of its associated revenue bonds

‐ Economy: both rely on a coterminous or overlapping economic base and service area

‐ Legal structure: events of default tied to the bankruptcy or insolvency of the general government

‐Management and governance: management may be the same

‐ Capital Markets: GO and revenue bonds access the same capital market for funding

 Because of these linkages, in most cases, ratings of a municipalities capital improvement revenue 
bonds will be within two notches of its GO rating

 Considerations for issuing revenue bonds includes:

‐ the service area, system size, asset condition

‐ financial strength such as annual debt service coverage, days cash on hand, debt to operating
revenues

‐management’s ability to set rates, regulatory compliance and capital planning

‐ legal provisions such as rate covenants, debt service reserve requirements
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Basic Steps in Establishing a Bonding Program for Stormwater Improvements

 Determine Existing Stormwater Budget

‐ for compliance, capital, and operation/maintenance activities

 Prepare Needed/Desired Budget

‐ evaluate needs and costs of State and Federal program requirements

 Propose Acceptable Budget

‐ what is a reasonable budget to achieve much of what is required/desired

 Funding Options

‐ Outline possible fee structures to meet the acceptable budget

 Evaluate Impact of New Fee

‐ determine the cost to property owners, assess feasibility

 Evaluate Bonding Options

‐ determine the potential revenue stream and desired security structure
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Green Bonds
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Emergence of Green Bonds

 Green Bonds, or bonds issued for environmentally conscious purposes, is developing
rapidly. Green Bonds are becoming increasingly sought after by investors in today’s
market

 “Green Bonds” were first designated as such and issued by the World Bank in 2008.
Initially, issuance of Green Bonds were done predominately by large international
financial institutions, e.g. World Bank, International Finance Corporation, European
Investment Bank

 More recently, Green Bond issuance has expanded into the corporate and municipal
sectors

 The “Green Bond” designation comes from the issuer, rather than an outside
regulatory body

 Municipal issuers continue to issue green bonds at a
growing pace

 Growth in green bond issuance globally is driven by
China

 Largest investors still don’t have a dedicated municipal
green bond fund as demand currently outstrips supply

Green Bond Issuance (2010-2016YTD)
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Potential Use of Proceeds

Potential use of “green” proceeds is broad and it is important for the issuer to define and be transparent on the 
uses and environmental benefits.

Green Bonds “Taxonomy” ¹

¹Climate Bonds Initiative
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Municipal Green Bond Market

2013 Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Green Bond Issuance The first municipal Green Bond was issued on June 4, 2013

by The Commonwealth of Massachusetts for $100 million

 It took until June 4, 2014 for the next municipal Green
Bond to be issued by NYSEFC after which regular issuance
began to occur. In 2014, there was a total of $2.8 billion of
municipal Green Bond issuance by 17 municipal issuers

 In 2015, $4.1 billion of Green Bonds were issued and latest
estimates for 2016 are between $6.3 and $7.2 billion

 Issuers of municipal Green Bonds range from state and
local governments to public and private colleges and
universities

 Par amounts vary widely, with issues ranging from as little
as $6.2 million by Vienna, VA to as much as $942.8 million
by The Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority
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DC Water: $350 million 2014 Series A “Century Green Bonds” 

DC Water’s 2014 Series A
Century Green Bond Issuance In July 2014, DC Water issued the first municipal Century

Bond (100 year maturity) issued by a water/wastewater
utility in the U.S.

 It was also their inaugural green bond issue and the first
“certified” green bond in the U.S. debt capital markets
with an independent second party sustainability opinion

 Proceeds of the bond issue financed a portion of the DC
Clean Rivers Project, a massive $2.6 billion effort to
construct a deep tunnel system that will transport
combined stormwater and sewage to DC Water’s
advanced wastewater treatment plant

 The bonds were issued as taxable to avoid any potential
tax issues over the next 100 years

 Key reasons DC Water chose to issue century bonds
included:

‐ Asset‐liability matching. The asset is expected to last 100
years hence spreading the cost of the project more
affordably and fairly to all those who will benefit

‐ Committed long term, low cost capital. 4.814% par bond
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What is Required to Issue a Green Bond?
Green Bond Principles¹

In 2014, a consortium of banks came together in support of a voluntary set of principles for issuing green bonds.

The focus is on transparency, disclosure and integrity, and not to define for the market what is “green”

In March 2015, the Principles were updated to include feedback from a broader group of stakeholders including issuers, investors and intermediaries in 
the Green Bond market

Use of Proceeds Evaluation /  Selection Management of Proceeds Reporting / Assurance

 Declare eligible Green Project 
categories

 Should provide clear 
environmental benefits, and 
where feasible, be quantified 
and / or assessed

 Categories Include:

̶ Clean and drinking water

̶ Renewable energy / energy 
efficiency

̶ Green infrastructure

̶ Sustainable waste 
management

̶ Public and clean 
transportation

̶ Sustainable land use and 
biodiversity conservation

 Decision‐making process should 
be disclosed / outlined

 Metrics should allow projects to 
fit within the Eligible Projects 
definition

 If possible “Impact Objectives” 
should be established for 
Projects

 Overall environmental and 
social / governance framework 
considered

 Net proceeds should be 
segregated and/or specifically 
tracked

̶ Process should be disclosed

 Unallocated proceeds should be 
invested according to preset 
guidelines

 Integrity enhanced with 
external auditor or 3rd party 
verification

 Annual reporting on specific 
investments made from Green 
Bond Proceeds

 Use of performance indicators 
to measure impact of 
investments (e.g. reduction in 
GHG emissions, # of people 
given access to clean power or 
water)

 Levels of independent 
assurance:

̶ Second party consultation

̶ Publicize recommendations of 
expert

̶ Third party, independent 
verification / certification

¹http://www.icmagroup.org/Regulatory‐Policy‐and‐Market‐Practice/green‐bonds/
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Management of Green Bond Proceeds and Reporting

 Green Bonds can be part of a larger aggregate issue, with a separate series designated as Green Bonds. The same
official statement can be utilized.

 The management process to be followed by the issuer for tracking the proceeds should be clearly and publicly
disclosed. Depending on issuers’ and investors’ expectations, outside review of the internal tracking method may
or may not be necessary.

 Some basic procedures generally adopted by Green Bond issuers include:

- Independent verification by a third party of the tracking method used that enhances the integrity of the
projects as “green projects”

- Creating a Green Bond Fund

- Segregating Green Bond proceeds from traditional proceeds

- Periodic updates on the Green Bond projects

 Issuers who have issued Green Bonds are still refining post issuance and reporting procedures relating to the
bonds.

 As the market continues to adopt and accept the use of Green Bonds, more standard definitions and procedures
surrounding the issuance could arise.

Example:  NYSEFC Green Bond Reporting of 2015 Issue
“NYSEFC plans to post semi‐annual updates on the use of Green Bond proceeds via its website (www.efc.ny.gov) including
project identification, amount of assistance provided and completion status. Once all the financed projects have been
completed, no further updates will be provided.”
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Q & A

Alexander Shih
Managing Director
Public Finance

T 646.557.1541
F 646.557.1547

535 Madison Avenue, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10022
alexander.shih@raymondjames.com

Raymond James & Associates, Inc., member of New York Stock Exchange/SIPC
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Disclaimer

The information contained herein is solely intended to facilitate discussion of potentially applicable financing applications and is not intended to be a specific buy/sell recommendation, 
nor is it an official confirmation of terms. Any terms discussed herein are preliminary until confirmed in a definitive written agreement. While we believe that the outlined financial 
structure or marketing strategy is the best approach under the current market conditions, the market conditions at the time any proposed transaction is structured or sold may be 
different, which may require a different approach.

The analysis or information presented herein is based upon hypothetical projections and/or past performance that have certain limitations. No representation is made that it is 
accurate or complete or that any results indicated will be achieved. In no way is past performance indicative of future results. Changes to any prices, levels, or assumptions contained 
herein may have a material impact on results. Any estimates or assumptions contained herein represent our best judgment as of the date indicated and are subject to change without
notice. Examples are merely representative and are not meant to be all-inclusive.

Raymond James shall have no liability, contingent or otherwise, to the recipient hereof or to any third party, or any responsibility whatsoever, for the accuracy, correctness, timeliness, 
reliability or completeness of the data or formulae provided herein or for the performance of or any other aspect of the materials, structures and strategies presented herein. This 
Presentation is provided to you for the purpose of your consideration of the engagement of Raymond James as an underwriter and not as your financial advisor or Municipal Advisor 
(as defined in Section 15B of the Exchange Act of 1934, as amended), and we expressly disclaim any intention to act as your fiduciary in connection with the subject matter of this 
Presentation. The information provided is not intended to be and should not be construed as a recommendation or “advice” within the meaning of Section 15B of the above-
referenced Act. Any portion of this Presentation which provides information on municipal financial products or the issuance of municipal securities is only given to provide you with 
factual information or to demonstrate our experience with respect to municipal markets and products. Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (“MSRB”) Rule G-17 requires that we 
make the following disclosure to you at the earliest stages of our relationship, as underwriter, with respect to an issue of municipal securities: the underwriter’s primary role is to 
purchase securities with a view to distribution in an arm’s-length commercial transaction with the issuer and it has financial and other interests that differ from those of the issuer.

Raymond James does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice; however, you should be aware that any proposed transaction could have accounting, tax, legal or other implications 
that should be discussed with your advisors and/or legal counsel.

Raymond James and affiliates, and officers, directors and employees thereof, including individuals who may be involved in the preparation or presentation of this material, may from 
time to time have positions in, and buy or sell, the securities, derivatives (including options) or other financial products of entities mentioned herein. In addition, Raymond James or 
affiliates thereof may have served as an underwriter or placement agent with respect to a public or private offering of securities by one or more of the entities referenced herein.

This Presentation is not a binding commitment, obligation, or undertaking of  Raymond James. No obligation or liability with respect to any issuance or purchase of any Bonds or other 
securities described herein shall exist, nor shall any representations be deemed made, nor any reliance on any communications regarding the subject matter hereof be reasonable or 
justified unless and until (1) all necessary Raymond James, rating agency or other third party approvals, as applicable, shall have been obtained, including, without limitation, any 
required Raymond James senior management and credit committee approvals, (2) all of the terms and conditions of the documents pertaining to the subject transaction are agreed to 
by the parties thereto as evidenced by the execution and delivery of all such documents by all such parties, and (3) all conditions hereafter established by Raymond James for closing 
of the transaction have been satisfied in our sole discretion. Until execution and delivery of all such definitive agreements, all parties shall have the absolute right to amend this 
Presentation and/or terminate all negotiations for any reason without liability therefor. 


